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Abstract

This paper gives an overview of non-timber objective modelling in forest sector models (FSM) research through a systematic literature review followed by an in-depth narrative review. Originally conceived to perform projections of timber supply and wood products markets, FSM have been growingly used for forest and climate policy analysis. For this purpose, they have gradually integrated objectives other than timber production, such as habitat conservation, carbon sequestration and bioenergy production. We identify these non-timber objectives and elicit technical innovations that have enabled their integration into FSM. We also discuss their current limits and the new perspectives they bring for a better economic-environmental assessment of forest policies. Results show that the study of non-timber objectives is a growing topic in FSM research, with bioenergy production and climate change mitigation as the most commonly studied. However, there are discrepancies regarding the respective contributions of different families of models, and not all non-timber objectives have been integrated to the same degree. On the one hand, bioenergy production has been thoroughly integrated through marginal modifications of the market component of models. On the other hand, the modelling of carbon sequestration and habitat protection entails deeper changes, such as the addition of new resources to the models, an increase in the complexity of the objective function and associated constraints, or the use of tools and models outside the FSM.
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1. Introduction

Forests are multifunctional ecosystems that provide a wide array of market and non-market ecosystem services, linked by complex antagonistic or synergistic relationships at different spatial and temporal scales [1]. Hence, while forest management often pursues timber production as its main objective, it also affects the provision of other ecosystem services [2]. Since the 1990s, a growing set of policies involving the forest and land-use sectors have been designed to address a wide range of socio-environmental issues. The most emblematic ones encompass the mitigation of climate change and the conservation of biodiversity and habitats. Carbon sequestration from forests is recognised to various extents in policy frameworks such as the Paris Agreement[3], the EU climate and energy framework2, or the REDD+ approach, where conservation and enhancement of forest carbon stocks are key objectives [4]. Meanwhile, carbon substitution mechanisms are considered through the promotion of energy production from forest biomass in renewable energy programmes such as the European Union (EU) renewable energy directive [5,6]. Regarding conservation, protected areas have been promoted as a way to ensure biodiversity protection and the sustainable provision of forest ecosystem services [7]. This is well illustrated in the emblematic Natura 2000 network of protected areas throughout Europe, half of which consists of forests [8]. Besides, the importance of conservation has also been stated in the EU Forest Strategy [9], where the joint production of wood products and other ecosystem services as well as conservation efforts are both key priorities. Even though many policy instruments have been primarily dedicated to one issue, climate mitigation policies such as REDD+ are likely to yield biodiversity co-benefits [10–12], highlighting the need for forests and the forest sector to be managed in an integrated manner.

These several issues are growingly explored using integrative modelling frameworks, which makes it possible to analyse their mutual complementarities or trade-offs and their interactions with the production of timber. Within these modelling frameworks, forest sector models (FSM) encompass a set of simulation tools commonly used for policy analysis in the field of forest economics. Originally designed to carry out projections of timber supply, forest inventories and wood products trade and consumption, FSM have also been used to answer questions related to the conservation of forest resources, renewable energy and climate change [13]. Hence, while timber production and market dynamics have stayed a core focus, FSM have also been used to investigate issues related to forest objectives other than timber production, thus providing policy-decision makers valuable insights in order to design and implement environmental policies.

Previous contributions have documented the history, evolution and theoretical foundations of FSM [13–15], while also discussing the applications of such models from a broad perspective [13,16]. However, to date, no analysis has focused specifically on the integration of non-timber objectives into FSM. The objective of this paper is to fill this gap by investigating how and to what extent forest objectives other than timber production have been integrated into FSM. First, we want to identify which non-timber objectives have been studied in FSM research, give an overview of research questions and quantify the extent to which non-timber objectives have been studied over time. Second, we aim at eliciting modelling innovations that have allowed for the integration of non-timber objectives into FSM. Third, we look to highlight the respective contribution of different models and families of models to the study of non-timber objectives. Finally, we will discuss new possibilities brought by the integration of non-timber objectives, as well as its current limits. While other types of FSM exist, we focus on partial equilibrium models, widely used in research in the last 40 years [13]. Our approach relies on the combination of two complimentary methods: a systematic literature review and an in-depth narrative review.

---

1 Article 5, paragraph 1 states that “Parties should take action to conserve and enhance, as appropriate, sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse gases (…), including forests”.

2 The European Council adopted on 14/5/2018 a regulation on the inclusion of greenhouse gas emissions and removals from land use, land use change and forestry in the 2030 climate and energy framework, following a proposal from the European Commission in 2016 [129]. The final document was not yet published in the Official Journal at the time this article was written.
This allows us to provide a quantitative overview of the field as well as to focus on specific aspects through selected examples.

The paper is structured as follows: in the materials and methods section, we introduce the reader to FSM, which is necessary to understand the remainder of the article, and we present the methodology. Results are organised in two steps. In a first step, we present findings from a general bibliometric analysis to provide an overview of the field. In a second step, we present in-depth results from the review thematically, focusing on non-timber objectives one at a time. The main achievements in modelling non-timber objectives, as well as current limits, are discussed in the last section, where proposals for future research are made.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Forest Sector Models

We define FSM as bio-economic, partial equilibrium models of the forest sector where both biological resources and the economic system are represented, and where the influence of other economic sectors is introduced through exogenous variables. FSM are projection models, used to assess the impacts of a user-defined modification brought to the forest sector as well as to investigate the underlying market mechanics behind the observed changes. This is usually done by comparing a Business-As-Usual scenario to another scenario where the modification is introduced. As a consequence, FSM are particularly well-suited to perform forest and climate policy analyses [13,17].

FSM are usually separated into two categories based on their handling of temporal issues [18]. On the one hand, static-recursive models solve market equilibria one at a time, and are made dynamic by recursively updating the model’s parameters. On the other hand, intertemporal models solve all equilibria at the same time. Static-recursive models have myopic agents or agents with adaptive anticipations [19], and are better suited for shorter-term positive analysis (one-two decades). Intertemporal models assume agents with perfect foresight, which behave optimally and in a dynamically consistent way. Such models are better suited for longer-term analyses [13]. In addition, FSM can be regional [20], national [21] or global [22] in scope.

FSM can be thought of as being made of several components or modules [23]: (1) a timber supply component where forest resources are represented and from which timber supply originates, (2) an industrial production component where primary products are converted into secondary and/or end-products, (3) a demand component where demand functions for end-products are specified, and (4) a trade component where various spatial formats can be employed, ranging from a one-region format to a multiple demand and supply regions format [14].

FSM differ a lot regarding the representation of forest resources. Some models only represent overall forest inventories aggregated at the regional level, while the most detailed models describe forests spatially, at the strata and stand or inventory unit levels. In most static-recursive models, forest management and investment decisions are exogenous, and timber supply is derived from price-elastic and inventory driven supply curves. On the contrary, most intertemporal FSM contain a forest investment module where management decisions are endogenously determined. The French Forest Sector Model (FFSM) [24] is a case of spatially explicit recursive model with endogenous investment. In addition, some models such as the Forest and Agricultural Sector Model (FASOM) [25] include the agricultural sector and land-use changes.

From a technical point of view, FSM are solved by optimising an objective function under a set of constraints usually forming a non-linear programming problem. Equilibrium is commonly found by maximising total economic surplus for the whole sector based on Samuelson’s [26] spatial price equilibrium framework, allowing for an endogenous determination of quantities and prices. More details on FSM can be found in Solberg [17] and Buongiorno [27] regarding early models and their uses, and Adams and Haynes [14] and Latta, Sjolie and Solberg [13] regarding the general evolution of modelling techniques.

---

1 Modifications can be the introduction of biotic (e.g. increased tree mortality) or abiotic (e.g. decreased demand for a given product) shocks, the introduction of a policy (e.g. a new tax or subsidy) or changes in some of the model’s parameters (e.g. different values for elasticities in demand and supply functions), etc.
2.2. Review methodology

Our review follows a two-step process. In a first step, we conduct a systematic literature review of studies using a FSM. Publications to be analysed are gathered using Scopus database. A first search query aims at retrieving publications based on historically significant FSM, using the models’ names and abbreviations for them (e.g. “French Forest Sector Model”, “FFSM”). The list of FSM included in the query is based on literature reviews on the development and history of FSM [13,14]. A second search query uses keywords related to (1) common denominations used to describe FSM (e.g. “partial equilibrium model”, “timber supply model”, “spatial equilibrium model”), alongside (2) keywords related to the forest sector (e.g. “timber”, “wood products”, “forest sector”) and economics (e.g. “market”, “trade”, “supply”). This allows us to retrieve publications where other FSM are used.

We use a set of criteria to define publications where a FSM is actually used. We consider a FSM to be a model (1) rooted in economic theory, (2) representing the forest sector, which we define as forestry plus forest industries, (3) at the sector scale, and (4) at a temporal scale relevant to forest-related questions (for dynamic models). In addition, publications where a multi-sector model is used are only considered when the forest sector is the main focus of the paper. These criteria lead us to dismiss some models, such as forest growth and optimal forest management models (where the forest industry is not represented), models of the energy sector where non-energy uses of wood are not modelled, models at the individual owner/company scale, most biomass supply models (which usually operate at the yearly scale), and studies using multi-sector models not focusing on the forest sector.

This systematic search procedure yields a set of publications. To give an overview of the field and map it, we carry out a bibliometric network analysis based on keyword co-occurrence using VOSviewer software [28,29] on data exported from Scopus4. Subsequently, based on titles, abstracts and keywords (and, when necessary, full-texts), we systematically identify (1) the research question, (2) the model used in the paper, and (3) if the focus of the paper is on a non-timber objective. This allows us to analyse the evolution of FSM studies’ foci on various non-timber objectives, to quantify the extent to which each model/type of model has contributed to the study of each non-timber objective, and to discuss which aspects of non-timber objectives are being investigated in terms of research question.

In a second step, we analyse in details how non-timber objectives are modelled in FSM studies. Since the literature is very abundant, we choose to conduct a narrative literature review where we focus on meaningful examples we believe are able to give valuable insights on the modelling of non-timber objectives. The choice of examples is based both on their policy relevance and on results from the quantitative review. We identify and discuss technical innovations that have enabled the integration of non-timber objectives into models, the limits of this integration, and compare innovations developed for different types of models. In order to document the evolution of modelling techniques over time, examples are mostly taken from FSM where sets of studies published several years apart are available. Examples from other models are presented when an approach we believe to be especially innovative is employed. The majority of examples are taken from papers retrieved in the systematic search and a few come from other publications.

3. Systematic review analysis

3.1. Non-timber objectives in FSM studies: topics and temporal trends

The systematic review step yields a total of 217 publications falling within the previously defined scope (see fig.1). 110 studies do not investigate issues related to non-timber objectives. 44 of these are review, theory or

---

4 A co-occurrence link is formed between two keywords when they appear in the same publication. The more often keywords appear together, the stronger the link. Keywords and links are then represented on a network where distances between items indicate their level of relatedness, and items are further separated into clusters. Keywords whose spelling varies across publications are merged using a thesaurus.
model presentation papers, while another 66 are analyses focused on timber production and wood products markets. In the keywords network analysis (Figure 2a), timber production and wood products markets are topics that can be found in two clusters: cluster D contains keywords related to forestry and the upstream segment of the forest sector, while cluster A contains keywords related to markets, trade and the downstream segment of the forest sector.

The remaining 107 papers are analyses that do focus on a non-timber objective. More precisely, we identify 4 non-timber objectives as being the core focus of at least one study. First, the production of wood-based bioenergy (49 papers), which appears as a major focus, and keywords related to bioenergy products, forest biomass and energy markets can be found in cluster B. Second, climate change mitigation through carbon sequestration and/or substitution (32 papers). This topic corresponds mostly to cluster C, which contains keywords related to climate, carbon sequestration and land use, but also to some extent to cluster B. Third, the conservation of forest resources and habitats (23 papers). Despite a relatively important number of publications, this topic remains relatively unseen in the network analysis. The keywords “conservation”, “ecology” and “biodiversity” do appear, but they occur rarely, are distributed among 3 clusters and have few links to other keywords. The topic thus seems less common and more isolated. Finally, fire prevention (3 papers) is a minor focus and does not appear in the keywords network.

Fig.1 Distribution of reviewed papers per date of publication and thematic focus

The remaining 107 papers are analyses that do focus on a non-timber objective. More precisely, we identify 4 non-timber objectives as being the core focus of at least one study. First, the production of wood-based bioenergy (49 papers), which appears as a major focus, and keywords related to bioenergy products, forest biomass and energy markets can be found in cluster B. Second, climate change mitigation through carbon sequestration and/or substitution (32 papers). This topic corresponds mostly to cluster C, which contains keywords related to climate, carbon sequestration and land use, but also to some extent to cluster B. Third, the conservation of forest resources and habitats (23 papers). Despite a relatively important number of publications, this topic remains relatively unseen in the network analysis. The keywords “conservation”, “ecology” and “biodiversity” do appear, but they occur rarely, are distributed among 3 clusters and have few links to other keywords. The topic thus seems less common and more isolated. Finally, fire prevention (3 papers) is a minor focus and does not appear in the keywords network.

Fig.2 Bibliometric network analysis based on keyword co-occurrence (a) clustering based on keyword relatedness, (b) temporal trends in keyword use. The size of items is proportional to their number of occurrences, and distances between items indicate their level of relatedness. For visibility purposes, only the 100 keywords with the greatest total link strengths and the 300 strongest links are displayed. In figure (a), keywords clusters are represented in different colours, while figure (b) displays the average year keywords were used in.
Some clear temporal trends can be identified regarding the investigation of non-timber objectives. Among analysis papers (i.e., excluding review, theory and model presentation papers), 20% and 50% focus on a non-timber objective in the periods 2000-2004 and 2005-2009 respectively. This percentage increases to 84% and 66% for the periods 2010-2014 and 2015-2018 respectively. The study of non-timber objectives is thus recent and, over time, the proportion of FSM studies focused only on timber production has decreased.

In addition, there has been a shift with regards to which non-timber objectives are being investigated. When looking at the average years in which keywords are used (Figure 2b), there is a clear shift from cluster A and B towards clusters C and especially cluster B. This trend is confirmed when analysing dates of publications more closely. 90% of studies on bioenergy have been published after 2010, and 63% for climate change. Conservation is an older focus, with only 43% of studies published after 2010. In addition to being a recent topic, bioenergy production is also the most important non-timber focus in FSM research today, accounting for 49% and 40% of analysis papers in the periods 2010-2014 and 2015-2018 respectively.

### 3.2. Which model for which topic?

Among analysis papers, the most widely used models are the Global Forest Products Model (GFPM, 32 papers) [22], the FASOM (16 papers) [30], the Sub-Regional Timber Supply Model (SRTS, 13 papers) [31], and the European Forest Institute Global Trade Model (EFI-GTM) [32] alongside its national-level derivatives SF-GTM in Finland [33] and the Norwegian Trade Model (NTM) [34] for Norway, which together represent 20 papers. In addition, despite not always explicitly naming the models in use, 11 papers use modelling frameworks similar to Sedjo and Lyon’s [35] Timber Supply Model (TSM), and another 11 papers use a framework similar to Stennes and Wilson’s [36] Spatial Price Equilibrium (SPE) model and Johnston and Van Kooten’s [37] REPA-FTM model. Together, these models account for 103 (60%) of our results. 30 studies (18%) use a FSM occurring only once.

All models have not been used for the same purpose. On the one hand, studies using static-recursive models at the global and international scales primarily concern timber production and trade in wood-based products. Examples include the GFPM (24 out of 32), SPE (8 out of 11) and the Cintrafor Global Trade Model (4/6). On the other hand, studies where a static-recursive model with a local/regional focus is used tend to lean towards the study of bioenergy production. Such examples include EFI-GTM (global with a European focus), SF-GTM and NTM, with 10/20 studies focused on bioenergy, the Fibre Allocation Models of the Canadian Provinces (3/3) [38-40] and the SRTS (South-Eastern US, 7/13). Among the 4 studies using the Austrian FOHOW model, 2 studies focus on bioenergy, while the 2 others use bioenergy policy as a strong assumption in scenario building. Similarly, among the 6 studies using the FFSM, 1 has bioenergy production as its main focus, while 2 others, despite focusing on climate change mitigation, include bioenergy policies in several scenarios. Intertemporal optimisation models are mostly used to investigate climate change mitigation: omitting models occurring only once, 21 (55%) studies have climate change as their main focus, against 10 for bioenergy and 7 for conservation. This rises to 11/16 (69%) for FASOM, the most represented intertemporal model.

### 3.3. Investigating non-timber objectives: a typology of research questions

Two different categories of research questions arise from our analysis: “market projections” and “policy analyses” (see Fig. 3). On the one hand, market projections simulate an exogenous shock on the forest sector - usually a policy or a change of assumptions regarding the sector’s behaviour – and assess its impacts on timber supply, forest inventories and industrial production over time: the focus is on the sector impacts of the studied shock/policy. On the other hand, policy analyses go further: while sector impacts of the simulated policy are still assessed, the focus is on discussing policy instruments themselves. As such, policy analyses usually simulate either several policy instruments (different approaches to the same issue) or several levels of the same policy (for quantitative instruments such as taxes) and discuss the features of each alternative: the focus is therefore on policy design.
Fig. 3 Concepts of market projection and policy analysis in FSM research

The following sections each concern one of the non-timber objectives identified. In each section, we first give an overview of research questions investigated based on our corpus of retrieved publications. Then, we focus on the modelling of non-timber objectives from a more technical point of view. No examples are given on fire prevention, for which too few papers are available.

4. Bioenergy production

4.1. Research questions

The main research question regarding bioenergy is to assess the consequences for the forest sector of an increased demand for (or use of) wood for energy production. However, not all studies assess the same impacts. First, 30 studies focus on economic impacts on the forest sector. Among them 23 are market projections, most of which investigate the general use of woody biomass for energy [41] while others have a more specific focus such as heat and/or power generation [42] or second-generation biofuels [43]. Another 7 studies perform policy analyses and are concerned with the competitiveness of wood-based bioenergy under varying levels of subsidies and taxation [44,45]. Second, 10 additional studies assess impacts in terms of climate change mitigation and carbon balance, focusing either on sequestration in-situ [46], or on emission reductions [47,48]. Only one of these is a policy analysis, where a carbon tax policy and a bioenergy subsidy are compared [49]. Third, the ecological impacts of bioenergy are addressed by 5 studies. Two of them are market projections focusing on land-use and land-use change [50,51], while another addresses the impacts of stump removal on biodiversity [52]. The two remaining studies are policy analyses comparing sustainability guidelines for biomass supply, with criteria on land-use and greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions [53,54]. Fourth, another important research question many studies were dealing with is the potential for various feedstocks to provide biomass. While most studies do address feedstocks, 10 of the papers reviewed put a particularly strong emphasis on assessing supply potential and costs for various feedstocks [55–57].

4.2. Modelling bioenergy markets in forest sector models: a focus on the value chain and competition with fossil energies

Forest biomass feedstocks show a significant potential for the production of various bioenergy commodities, promoted for their potential to decrease GHG emissions by substituting for fossil fuels [58,59]. As seen previously, a significant part of current FSM research focuses on assessing the potential and impacts of wood-based bioenergy. As a consequence, our narrative focus will be on how FSM have been modified to include both (1) bioenergy commodities and related biomass feedstocks and (2) competition and substitution with fossil energies.

4.2.1. Disaggregation of the value chain: biomass feedstocks and supply

On the supply side, the disaggregation of products is seen in the many feedstocks represented, which are common to many FSM (fig 4).
(1) The roundwood feedstock is derived directly from timber supply, which is either represented as a price-elastic supply function, or is an implicit result of endogenous management decisions. Some models have a dedicated roundwood fuelwood category [60–62], and many frameworks allow pulpwood and/or sawlogs to be diverted to energy uses when it becomes economically viable to do so. Examples include the “cascading substitution” used in later versions of the USFPM/GFPM, where all higher-value fibre can be used for energy [63]. In the SRTS, a very different solution is found: bioenergy demand must first be met by harvest residues: the unmet demand is then used to shift pulpwood demand, which can then be diverted to energy uses [64].

(2) The harvest residue feedstock is also commonly found, and comprises lower-value remnants such as tree tops and branches. Potential supply is usually represented as a share of harvest volumes, and a marginal cost (supply) function is defined to represent the extra costs when retrieving residues. Most models determine supply of harvest residues during the model run where a shock is introduced, while in the SRTS, it is estimated ex-ante, in the base model run [64]. A notable exception to including harvest residues is the REPA-FTM, where they are omitted because of their low economic viability [62].

(3) The industrial residues feedstock is present in all models where processing activities (such as plywood or sawnwood production) are modelled, and encompass sawmill chips, dust and bark. Industrial residues are represented as a by-product of input-output processes. In addition to constituting bioenergy feedstocks, industrial residues can also be used as an input for manufacturing activities using lower-grades materials, such as the production of pulp, paper or particleboard. Hence, in most models, the bioenergy sector competes with other segments of the forest sector for this feedstock.

(4) Finally, some models diversify feedstocks even more. This includes agricultural residues in FASOM [47], short-rotation coppices in GFPM [63] or recycled wood in EU-FASOM [61]

![Fig.4 The bioenergy value chain in Forest Sector Models](image)

### 4.2.2. Disaggregation of the value chain: bioenergy commodities and demand

On the demand side, the disaggregation of products goes through a multiplication of the bioenergy commodities represented. In early model versions, fuelwood was modelled as a broad category of end-product, and not converted into energy. Models were later refined with the addition of bioenergy commodities, sometimes disaggregated into several end-products. Later versions of the EFI-GTM [65] include both heat and electricity as energy commodities, while the GFPM [63] also models bioethanol markets. For other models, the choice was made to focus on one particular bioenergy commodity, and to model it with more details. Examples include the bioheat market in NTM [66], and biofuels in the Nordic Forest Sector Model (NFSM) [67]. These innovations go hand in hand with the development of ways to represent the conversion of biomass into bioenergy commodities. All models reviewed use input-output processes to represent the conversion of biomass into bioenergy commodities, with coefficients indicating the quantity of inputs necessary to produce one unit of energy/biofuel.
Some models use one conversion process per commodity [63] while others enable the production of commodities from several competing technologies [61,66,68].

While models do not differ much in the way they model energy products themselves, choices regarding the modelling of demand for bioenergy commodities vary more strongly. These choices condition the research questions that can be investigated using the models, and three main approaches can be identified. (1) Some models use price elastic demand functions, similar to those commonly used for material wood products [62,63,69]. In this case, both produced quantities and prices are defined endogenously. (2) Others use horizontal demand curves, based on the assumption that bioenergy commodities will replace fossil fuels until marginal costs equal the exogenously fixed price [66]. In this case, prices are exogenous but quantities endogenous. (3) Finally, some studies elected to have an exogenously fixed level of demand constraining energy production [61,65,70]. In this case, the model is limited to endogenously determining the allocation of production among different regions/technologies.

4.2.3. Modelling the climate impacts of bioenergy: fossil fuels and avoided emissions

Several different approaches to including competition between bioenergy and fossil energy have been developed. On the one hand, some models include competition between bioenergy and fossil fuels indirectly, at the demand level. When using horizontal demand curves, changes in the exogenously fixed energy price can emulate price-based competition between bioenergy and fossil energy. When using price-elastic demand curves, cross-price elasticities for fossil fuels can be introduced. One the other hand, other models opt for modelling a direct competition between bioenergy and fossil fuels by introducing fossil fuels as inputs for fossil-fuelled and cofired technologies alongside biomass-fired technologies in the input-output production processes. Combined with fixed levels of production, this approach enables to study the allocation of the energy mix between alternative energy sources [45,61].

In addition, methods to calculate the substitution effect taking place when bioenergy is used rather than fossil fuels (i.e., to calculate avoided GHG emissions) have been developed. A common methodology is to introduce emission factors for each conversion technologies, where emissions both at combustion and over the production process are taken into account. When fossil-based technologies are represented, a direct comparison of emissions can be made [49]. When only biomass-fired technologies are modelled, an additional assumption must be made regarding the fossil fuels which is substituted and the substitution coefficients used [45,65]. The calculation of avoided emissions allow models to be driven by carbon prices, which consequently enables a better investigation of the mitigation potential of bioenergy as well as of the interlinkages between climate and bioenergy policies. In cases where a forest carbon accounting module is also present, it enables investigating the climate impacts of bioenergy and the potential conflicts between sequestration and substitution policies.

5. Climate change mitigation

5.1. Research questions

Climate change mitigation as a non-timber objective has been investigated in two different ways. On the one hand, 26 out of 32 reviewed studies assess the potential of different mitigation strategies and mostly perform policy analyses. The main focus is on market instruments, especially the creation of carbon markets where a payment/tax for carbon sequestration/emissions is put into place. While most studies assess the general implications of such carbon policies [71,72], some others deal with specific features such as the incorporation of albedo [73], dual discounting [74] or the comparison of mandatory versus voluntary schemes [75]. Two studies focus on comparing a substitution policy to a sequestration policy [69,76]. In addition to market instruments, 7 papers focus on mitigation strategies based on land use policy and/or direct changes in forest management [77,78], 2 papers combine land use/management tools and market instruments [79,80] and 3 papers investigate the mitigation potential of structural changes in specific segments of the forest sector: construction [81,82] and transport [83]. On the other hand, 6 studies in our review perform market projections to assess the impacts of climate change on the forest sector.
5.2. Modelling climate change mitigation in forest sector models: carbon accounting and mitigation policy instruments

The development of policy instruments addressing climate change has sparked much debate on methods for carbon accounting [84–86], and current mitigation efforts in the forest sector rely on two potentially antagonistic solutions: in-situ sequestration and emission reduction through substitution [87,88]. Hence, our modelling focus concerns the way carbon accounting modules have been developed for FSM, and how this has allowed for substitution and sequestration strategies to be introduced in the models.

5.2.1. Carbon accounting in forest sector models

The ability of FSM to investigate climate mitigation strategies relies on the development of carbon accounting modules. We discuss their development focusing on forest carbon accounting (i.e., carbon in forest pools and associated fluxes) and sector carbon accounting (i.e. carbon in forest products pools, associated fluxes and net gains from substitution effects), as seen on figure 5.

The main pools included in forest carbon accounting modules are live and dead tree biomass, sometimes disaggregated into more compartments, understory biomass, carbon in residues and on the forest floor and, sometimes, forest soils. Forest carbon accounting has mostly been developed in intertemporal models such as FASOM [89], NorFor [90] and TSM [91], but some static-models such as FFSM [92] and SRTS [64] also contain a carbon accounting module. Forest carbon accounting relies on the presence of a sufficient level of detail in forest resources description. The static-recursive FFSM is a very good illustration of this phenomenon: the early FFSM 1.0 version only had regionally aggregated data on resources, and a very rough form of carbon accounting [76], while the more spatially disaggregated FFSM++ version has spatially explicit, strata-level data on resources and a detailed carbon accounting module [92]. Similarly, the regional SRTS and most intertemporal models include strata/plot level data on forest resources. Other static-recursive models either do not perform forest carbon accounting, or rely on linkages to other models [93].

Fig.5 Main pools and fluxes in FSM carbon accounting modules

The development of sector accounting modules relies on the existence of forest carbon accounting, from which fluxes to forest products pools are originating. Fluxes from harvests, transport and processing are included, and end-of-life destinations for wood products are modelled. Solutions commonly found are decay over time, indefinite sequestration in products and/or landfills, recycling and combustion. Net gains from energy or material substitution are modelled using substitution coefficients and assumptions on substituted materials/fuels. Most studies consider bioenergy to be carbon neutral at combustion, meaning that CO₂ emitted when fuels are consumed is re-sequestered by growing forests. Emissions of other GHG gases at combustion, and carbon emissions during fuel production are usually included. Only a few papers [69,94,95] discuss the assumption that
forest biomass is carbon neutral, even though such an assumption is controversial since neutrality depends on the sequestration efficiency of the forest and its future evolution [96].

While not having developed accounting modules per se, many models are able to estimate net gains from substitution without needing to estimate pools in forests or wood products, as shown in section 4.2.3. regarding energy substitution. Material substitution has been a minor focus of FSM research, and mostly performed by linking several models together [81,82].

5.2.2. Modelling of mitigation policy instruments

The development of carbon accounting allows models to be driven by climate policy. Two different types of analysis have been conducted. First, target-oriented climate policies have been modelled. They integrate carbon to the optimisation problem as a constraint on the objective function. For instance Im, Adams and Latta [78] impose minimum forest carbon flux targets. Under this approach, climate mitigation enters the model as a secondary objective, behind the maximisation of economic surplus. This is similar to methods employed to study optimal reserve allocation [97,98] as we will see in section 6.

Methods based on market-based instruments and carbon pricing are more common. Two different kinds of market-based mitigation instruments have been modelled: taxes on GHG emissions and carbon offset payments. Taxes on emissions aim for reduced net emissions of GHG and pertain to the substitution strategy. They are usually modelled as an exogenous increase in price/costs for fossil fuels, which impacts agents’ behaviours and, consequently, the models’ solution. When fossil-based energies are modelled explicitly, the tax increases costs for fossil inputs, making biomass-based solutions more price-competitive as a result [65]. In models where only bioenergy is modelled, taxes on GHG emissions indirectly increase the demand for bioenergy through cross-price elasticities [69] or upwards shifts of demand curves [49].

Offset payments belong to the sequestration strategy and aim at increasing the amount of carbon stored in forest biomass and soils. Sequestered carbon becomes an additional product for which forest owners are remunerated at an exogenously defined price. Payments are usually symmetrical, meaning that negative payments take place when pools decrease. Annual rental prices for sequestered carbon are also used in the literature [76,99,100]. From a technical point of view, the difference between the carbon pool and a reference level multiplied by the carbon price (or rental price) is added as an extra term to the model’s objective function or to the timber supply function, which changes the model’s solution. Details are given in Im, Adams and Latta [101] and Sjolie, Latta and Solberg [102] in the case of an intertemporal model, and in Lecocq et al. [76] and Buongiorno and Zhu [71] in the static-recursive case. An important point in the modelling of offset payments is the choice of the reference level. While most studies use sequestration in the base model run (without offset scheme) as a reference, some other solutions include the use of regional averages as a lower threshold [72], or definitions based on political instruments such as the Kyoto protocol, which imposes a cap on sequestration offsets [95,103]. Some variations include the incorporation of a second discount rate specific to carbon payments [74], an additional payment linked to radiative albedo forcing converted to CO2 equivalents [73], or limiting payments to forests permanently set-aside for sequestration purposes [104].

Even though most publications focus on one aspect, some assessed the two strategies (sequestration and substitution) in front of one another, for the specific cases of France [69,76] and Finland [93,95], and in theory [105].

6. Habitat and biodiversity conservation

6.1. Research questions

The most common research question regarding conservation (13 papers) is to assess the economic impacts of decreasing harvest levels to preserve forest resources. In particular, eight studies focus on the removal of forestland from production through set-asides [106] and buffer-zones around streams [107,108]. Most of these studies can be labelled as market projections. Two studies go further and perform policy analyses investigating the optimal allocation and opportunity costs of reserves [97,109] under several conservations targets/policy
Four of the papers we reviewed assess the sector impacts of trade measures aiming at stopping illegal logging in tropical countries [110–113]. Another four investigate conservation in the front of other land uses and land use changes: two of these focus on Europe and wetland conservation [114,115], while two others are dedicated to tropical cases [116,117]. All of these test alternative policy designs, often with several levels or targets, and can be labelled as policy analyses. Finally, one study focuses on the opportunity costs of a forest certification scheme [118], while the last study investigates a model’s assumptions on forest owners’ heterogeneity in preferences for non-timber amenities [119].

6.2. Modelling forest reserves and set-asides in forest sector models

Protected areas have been promoted as a way to ensure biodiversity protection and the sustainable provision of ecosystem services [7,120]. This echoes the fact that, despite being quite heterogeneous, FSM research on conservation primarily focuses on tradeoffs between timber production and forest reserves. Our narrative focus will thus be on the way forest reserves and set-asides have been modelled in FSM.

The modelling of reserves and set-asides in FSM entails the ex-ante identification of areas to conserve. Two cases should be distinguished: either the study focuses on investigating already-existing reserves, or on the impacts of establishing new reserves. While the former relies on extant data to identify conserved areas, the latter requires a way to assess the suitability of forests for conservation. In early studies, newly established set-asides are not targeted and concern a fixed quantity/proportion of all forests in a specific region [121,122]: areas suitable for conservation are not identified, and, among these, there is no choice regarding where conservation will actually be applied. This shortcoming was addressed by two waves of innovation.

A first innovation is to allow models to identify areas relevant for conservation using one or several sets of criteria. In a group of studies using static-recursive models focused on Europe, reserves target mature forests only, which are identified using a structural criterion: forest density [106,123], while in two studies using intertemporal models of the US Pacific North-West region, reserves are buffer-zones of varying width around streams, which are thus defined using a geographical criterion [107,108]. Using ecological data, Kallio et al. [97] go further and build habitat quality indices from which the amount of forest land suitable for conservation in each region of Finland is identified and used as input in the FSM.

A second innovation is to make the choice of areas to be preserved endogenous. This new paradigm is easily observable when comparing Hänninen and Kallio [123] and Kallio et al. [97]. In the former, a fixed percentage of all forests deemed suitable is removed from production. In the latter, a new agent is introduced, whose aim is to distribute a conservation target among all forests identified as having a high habitat quality. This translates as an additional constraint on the optimisation problem: conservation becomes a decision variable. The use of such constraints can also be seen in Hauer et al. [109], Montgomery, Latta and Adams [98] and Schleupner and Schneider [114,115].

Both in the case of already-existing and newly established reserves, another innovation has greatly benefited to FSM research on conservation: the increasing use of spatially explicit tools. All FSM are to some extent spatialised, and in the most basic case, regions with separate inventories and forest industries are represented. In the SF-GTM for instance [123], these correspond to the Finnish Forestry Centres, and in the EUFASOM [114], to European countries. However, many studies present a finer level of spatial detail, and usually rely on one of two solutions: the use of an FSM built with more spatial details than in the basic case described above, or a linkage between an FSM with basic spatial features and a more spatially detailed tool, usually GIS based. In both cases, it entails the use of spatially explicit data. When studying newly established reserves, the use of spatial tools has enabled the investigation of optimal reserve allocation, which was not possible without those tools, while in the case of already existing reserves, spatial tools were a requirement. Examples of papers using spatially explicit tools are given in Table 1.

Table 1 Examples of FSM studies using a spatial tool. Lines indicate why the spatial tool is used, while columns separate studies using an already spatialised FSM versus those using a spatial tool outside the FSM.
While these tools and approaches have mostly been developed to study fixed reserves where a permanent area is removed from production [117,123], some studies propose a dynamic approach to conservation, where the location of preserved areas can vary over time: conserved areas are not chosen but emerge from the management decisions taken by the model’s agents [98,109]. We consider this alternative approach to the design of reserves to be an innovation per se. Its significance is highlighted by Adams and Latta [107,108], where this new approach is compared to a scenario with the more common fixed reserves.

Regarding the implications of conservation, a majority of FSM studies only assess economic consequences on the forest sector, that is to say, impacts on products prices and quantities produced and traded. Impacts on habitat quality, biodiversity and non-timber amenities are often cited as benefits that conservation policies can help secure, but they are rarely assessed. Kallio et al. [97] for instance suggests that if benefits derived from forest conservation were actually evaluated, they could alleviate the estimated welfare losses. Some attempts have been made at assessing the ecological impacts of reserves, performing ex-post analyses on habitat suitability for local species and bird abundance, supplementing FSM with ecological models [109,119]. The impacts of reserves in terms of land use changes have also been assessed, focusing on tradeoffs between forestry, agriculture and wetland conservation [114,115] and deforestation in the Congo Basin in the wake of REDD+ programmes [124]. In both cases, the study of land use changes is made possible by the use of multi-sector models: EU-FASOM (forest and agriculture) for the former, GLOBIOM (forest, agriculture and energy) for the latter.

7. Discussion and future prospects

7.1. Different categories of modelling innovations

Several waves of innovations have allowed for the modelling of non-timber objectives. These vary regarding the extent to which they modify models and the components of the model they concern, as shown on figure 6 on which we can distinguish four groups of innovations.

First, most innovations target market components. These primarily consist of increases in complexity of the value chain with additions of products, technology inputs and transformation processes (4a, 4b, 5, 7a). Such technical innovations are marginal since they modify neither the model’s structure nor the way it is solved.

Second, other innovations bring a deeper change and modify agents’ behaviours, the model’s solution, and enable the user to perform new types of analyses: they are more advanced and can be labelled as methodological innovations. In this vein, 6 and 7b introduce new specifications for demand equations and, similarly, market instruments related to carbon management (9a and 9b) add new terms to the objective function and allow energy or climate policies to be used as model drivers. Such innovations are enabled by structural and supporting innovations, which add new products and functionalities to the model. For instance, innovations 8, 10a and 10b add carbon as a non-wood product, carbon accounting as a new functionality, and they enable the development of carbon-based instruments (9a and 9b).

Third, only three innovations occur at the level of the forest resources component, and all increase the complexity in resource description (1, 2a and 2b). Developing a spatial format for forest inventory can be done both inside the model (2a), which is a structural change, while 2b requires the use of extra-model tools. On the other hand, improving the location of areas for conservation does not change the way resources are represented, but is a methodological innovation where new constraints are imposed on the optimisation problem.
Fourth, the assessment of ecological consequences (3) almost represents a change of paradigm in the way FSM are used, since it adds a new dimension to the analysis besides the economic analysis usually allowed. However, it often relies on the use of extra-model tools using the FSM’s outputs as inputs.

Fig. 6 Innovations in modelling non-timber objectives in FSM. Grey boxes represent the different components of FSM, while arrows represent information flows within the model. Innovations are represented by numbered boxes located in the model component where they intervene. Innovations considered are: (1) Targeted set-asides for conservation, (2) The use of spatially explicit tools (a) inside or (b) outside the model, (3) Assessment of ecological impacts, (4) Disaggregation of products, (5) Disaggregation of processing technologies, (6) New specifications for demand functions, (7) The inclusion of fossil fuels (a) as technology inputs or (b) in demand functions, (8) The assessment of avoided emissions, (9) Market-based instruments for carbon management as (a) taxes on emissions or (b) sequestration payments, (10) Carbon accounting in (a) forests and (b) wood products.

7.2. Current limits and future prospects

The innovations discussed all along this review have allowed for new ways to use FSM and are the main reason why the investigation of non-timber objectives has gradually become a central topic with a high amount of publications, despite a significant number of papers still solely considering timber production. Even though the time seems ripe for the study of non-timber objectives, our results reveal that only four non-timber objectives have been addressed: conservation, climate change mitigation, bioenergy production and fire prevention. Many ecosystem services provided by forests such as recreation and erosion control have not been addressed within FSM literature. In addition, studies are unevenly distributed among the non-timber objectives identified, and there exist discrepancies regarding the respective contributions of various families of FSM to the field.

As pointed out on several occasions, this is usually related to the technical limitations and underlying assumptions behind each model, which in turn influences the research questions investigated. The integration of bioenergy production only requires the addition of new market segments, which does not require fundamental changes in the models’ structure. The modelling of carbon sequestration requires more complex changes, but relies primarily on forest inventory data which is already present in most FSM. Contrary to carbon sequestration, which can potentially occur on any forest land and be remunerated regardless of location, the spatial component of most other ecosystem services is stronger and entails the use of a level of spatial detail most FSM have not yet achieved. Such a limit is observable in conservation studies, where exogenous data and extra-model tools regularly need to be employed.
Finally, our results clearly show that not all non-timber objectives benefit from the same level of integration. Timber and bioenergy production, for instance, are integrated into FSM as a perfect loop (figure 7): agents’ behaviours determine the output (production), which in turn influences agents’ behaviours through the objective function where economic returns from wood products are maximised. In addition, constraints on production can be added to the optimisation problem. On the other hand, many studies on forest reserves model conservation through exogenous constraints imposed on the model, which do not enter the objective function \textit{per se} [106,123]. The effectiveness of conservation is not assessed, and there is no feedback.

![Fig.7 Integrating objectives into FSM: a feedback loop](image)

This leads us to consider three approaches to integrating forest objectives into FSM. Under approach A, the objective is studied as an output, i.e., impacts of a scenario on said objective are assessed. Under approach B, targets for the objective are integrated as constraints on the objective function: the objective is secondary to surplus maximisation, but influences it. Under approach C, the objective is integrated into the objective function \textit{per se}, which requires it to be monetised. Under both approaches B and C, the objective is more deeply integrated and enters the optimisation problem. While approach B requires targets to be introduced exogenously, approach C enables an endogenous determination of the optimal level. Table 2 gives examples for habitat conservation and carbon sequestration. We can notice that we did not identify any example of integrating habitat conservation through approach C in our review.

### Table 2 Examples of FSM studies using the identified approaches to integrating habitat conservation and carbon sequestration into FSM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Approach A</th>
<th>Approach B</th>
<th>Approach C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Habitat conservation</td>
<td>- Pattanayak et al. [119] uses habitat suitability models for an ex-post analysis.</td>
<td>- Kallio et al. [97] impose constraints on the amount of forest reserves to allocate.</td>
<td>- Montgomery, Latta and Adams [98] impose constraints on the minimum amount of structurally old-growth forests to exist at a given time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Hauer et al. [109] uses bird abundance models for an ex-post analysis.</td>
<td>- Hauer et al. [109] imposes constraints on the minimum amount of old mesic forests to exist at a given time.</td>
<td>- Sjølie, Latta and Solberg [103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon sequestration</td>
<td>- Lobianco et al. [92] explains the</td>
<td>- Im, Adams and Latta [78] impose targets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Image](image)
development of a carbon accounting module.  
  - Galik et al. [48] follow carbon stocks in the South-Eastern US under different bioenergy policy scenarios.  
  - Tavoni, Sohngen and Bosetti [125] set a target for CO2 concentration in the atmosphere.  
  - Lauri et al. [61] introduce a Kyoto-based carbon offset programme.

Our analysis relied on two different but complementary methods: a systematic review followed by a narrative review. This framework allowed us to give a comprehensive, quantitative and reproducible overview on the field while also enabling a more detailed analysis on several key points. However, our approach may suffer from some shortcomings. First, the definition and subsequent implementation of criteria to identify relevant papers in the systematic review entail some level of subjectivity. This may have led us to dismiss (or include) a small amount of papers not clearly falling in (or out) of the scope of this study. However, this kind of bias is hardly avoidable. Regarding the narrative review step, we focused on key points through a selection of examples, which entails a stronger bias. To mitigate this, we based our choices not only on our experience in the field of forest sector modelling, but also on current political issues and results from the quantitative analysis. Even though some level of subjectivity persists, we believe such a choice was necessary in order to provide a more in-depth analysis of our topic.

Because FSM rely on the maximisation of economic surplus, currently, the deepest integration of non-timber objectives requires them to be monetised. The next logical step would be the development of an approach where non-timber objectives enter the objective function without being monetised. Such an evolution would require a change in optimisation techniques, since several variables of different nature would be optimised simultaneously.

Such an approach would fall within the scope of multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), which encompasses a set of methods, including numerical optimisation methods, used to compare alternatives across several dimensions using weights, distances or classification of outcomes to define trade-offs [126, 127]. MCDA has been increasingly used in environmental sciences [126] and forest and natural resources management [128], even though it has not entered FSM research yet. Indeed, while MCDA explicitly considers multiple objectives, optimisation techniques used in FSM are more akin to multi-objective planning methods using single-objective optimisation and constraints on secondary objectives as defined in Mendoza and Martins [128]. Adapting MCDA methods to FSM could prove useful to the study of synergies and tradeoffs between multiple forest objectives within a framework able to account for market dynamics.
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